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Individual panels are assembled from steel frame. The Carries
for the top roller trolleys being fixed to the steel frame so that
the steel frame is the weight-bearing member of the panel.
 
The aluminium vertical profiles are separated parts of the
frame. They are used to hold the cladding panel edges and to
form the vertical inter-panel joints. The panels can be opened
for maintenance at any time by removing one side of the
cladding without taking the whole panel down from the track.
 
 

Panel

Acoustic Material (sound insulation mat / rockwool) are infilled in the
cavity of the panel. Higher density are inputted to meet higher sound
transmission class requirement.
 
The panels are to be cladded on both sides with high quality M.D.F.
Boards in bare finishing generally. In addition, Timber Veneer, Steel
Plate, Plastic Laminate, Fabric, Wall Paper, Glazed Material,
Painting, Carpet, Vinyl, Sound adsorbing materials, Fabric
tackboard or whiteboard are capable to apply onto the panel finish.



Vertical Seal

Panel in the partition having a final closure (external or internal telescope
type) which travel by a socket handle to achieve and adjustable lateral
thrust. Panels consist of natural anodized aluminium tongue and groove
elements. 
 
The final closure on the end panel is made from the same acoustic
material of the panel and adjustable lateral thrust from 0 to 4000N with
125mm nose movement; thus, a tighter joint between when panels are in
close position. The expandable travel and sideways force are adjustable
without dismantling the panel.



Horizontal Seal

Top and bottom of the panel are fitted with black color anodized
extruded aluminium channels and hosing with PVC seals, with a
deflection of standard 35mm (from 20mm to 50 mm) to be
compensated by spring loaded telescopic arms which is adjustable
Jacktype top and bottom thrust from 0-1500N to stable and enhance the
acoustic performance for the operable partition system as a single
element when expanded.
 
Slip Clutch is incorporated as part of the crank mechanism to prevent
excessive damaging compression forces from being applied to the crank
handle.



Track and Trolley
System 

The suspension system – The track is consisted of aluminium alloy
incorporated with single or double Nylon wheel trolley. The track is
supported by adjustable steel hanger brackets connected to the
structural support.
 
The bolts and trolleys are incorporated with safety mechanism to
prevent any danger of self-unwinding. Each panel has the facility for
height adjustment without having to open up the ceiling panels after the
ceiling are closed. Standard two types of track models are provided to
meet difference situation.



Parking
Modules can be parked in a linear way or remotely off track

according to the design and site requirement.

         P type                                                 H type                                              I type

Pass Door
Pass doors can be provide in the operable wall system
completed with locks and other ironmongeries.
The pass door to door leaf has a built-in retractable bottom
seal system “draught excluder” to seal airtight with respect to
floors when closed.

  Single Pass Door                           Double Pass Door                          Full Height Door



The high quality boards in each side of the panel are attached to the frame by
small, sturdy, spaced brackets thus achieving maximum separation possible
between the boards and the frame which contribute greatly to the high
attenuation performance achieved from STC 42dB to 53dB.

FURGO Wall provides sound and excellent products and services to our
customers. Our company also offer technical and installation support, after
sales service and maintenance, a 12 months warranty is applied to all wall
systems installed by FURGO Wall approved installers.
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